FOR YOUR SAFETY

When Thunder ROARS
Go INDOORS!

Wait 30 minutes after the Thunder ROARS
Then it is safe to go OUTDOORS

Each thunder/lightning event resets the 30
minute timer

FACT:

When lightning strikes water it spreads out and
acts as a conductor.

To Check for Pool
Opening or Closures
http://coewebapps.edmonton.ca/facilitynotifications

The City of Edmonton
Outdoor Pool Rules for Thunder and Lightning

- Should you hear thunder or see lightning the pool will
  be cleared. Obey your Lifeguard!
- All patrons will be asked to move into the
  changerooms.
- The Lifeguards will inform you of the current weather
  conditions.
- You will be asked to wait 30 minutes after the last
  sound of thunder.
- You will have the option to wait in the sheltered area
  or leave the facility.